Part A - Which shirt do you like?

A Read, trace and write

long skirt  striped hat  short skirt  polka dotted hat

Which hat do you like?
I like the striped one.

Which skirt ___ ___ ___?
I like ____________________.

Which skirt ___ ___ ___?
__________________________.

B Connect and write

long  polka dotted  tight  loose  short

skirt
C Circle your favorite and write

Which hat do you like?
I like the __________ one.

Which pants do you like?
I like the ______ ones.

Which ______ do you like?
__ ______ ______ ______.

Which ______ do you like?
__ ______ ______ ______.

D Unscramble the sentences

Which _____________________

like one . the striped ×

I _____________________

I hat like the . polka dotted
A Look, trace and write  

a white dress  a black suit  vests and boots

What ____ ____ ____? He is wearing __________________________.

What ____ ____ ____? She is wearing __________________________.

B Fill in the blanks

What is she wearing?  
She is __________  
a _______ and a _______.

What is he wearing?  
_________________________  
_________________________.
Look and write

a suit and a tie  a sweater and a skirt
a sweater and jeans  a dress

What is he wearing?
He is wearing ___________________.

What is she wearing?
She is wearing ___________________.

What ________________?
She ____________________________.

______________________?
______________________________.

Do the crossword

He is wearing a black suit.